The time harmonic Green function for a point load in an unbounded fluid-saturated porous solid is derived in the context of Biot's theory. The solution contains the two compressional waves and one transverse wave that are predicted by the theory and have been observed in experiments. At low frequency, the slow compressional wave is diffusive and only the fast compressional and transverse waves radiate energy. At high frequency, the slow wave radiates, but with a decay radius which is on the order of em in rocks. The general problem of scattering by an obstacle is considered. The point load solution may be used to obtain scattered fields in terms of the fields on the obstacle. Explicit expressions are presented for the scattering amplitudes of the three waves. Simple reciprocity relations between the scattering amplitudes for plane-wave incidence are also given. These hold under the interchange of incident and observation directions and are completely general results. Finally, the point source solution is Fourier transformed to get the solution for a load which is a delta function in time as well as space. We obtain a dosed form expression when there is no damping. The three waves radiate from the source as distinct delta function pulses. With damping present, asymptotic approximations show the slow wave to be purely diffusive. The fast and transverse waves propagate as pulses. The pulses are Gaussianshaped, which broaden with increasing time or radial distance.
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Here the vectors u(x,t } and U{x,t } are the solid and fluid displa•ments, r•tively;
• is the solid stress tensor; s is a 
1/• = R/(•R -Q •),
The coupling mass p•, < 0 is sometimes written as where the to•uosity T> 1 depends upon the pore geometu.
• 
where
•, =•m, +{--i)m+"i(b/•) ß
•US we note that the dissipation only appears in the equations through the ine•ial terns.
We conclude Sec. I by describing the three kinds of traveling wave solutions to the coupled systems (13), (141, and (2). The following is basically a summary of the results of Biot in his original paper.• The reader is referred to that paper for a full description. We shall call the two dilatational waves the fast (F) and the slow (S) waves, and the equivoluminal wave we call the transverse (T) wave. A plane wave of type a, a = F, S, or T can be expressed as (u,U) = (m,4,,m)exp(ik`'n. x), Inl = 1, 
or in vector notation 
where 6 is the Dirac delta function. The solution to Eqs. (23) and (24) is uniquely specified once we impose a radiation condition at infinity and a regularity condition at the origin.
The former requires that the fields u G and U G be composed of 
and for future reference we define D r as Dr =Dr + Ds = 1.
The Green tensor u ø now follows from Eqs. (26) and ( 
and the tonuosity Tis defined in (11). 
The most impelant result in (76) is that the ratio A s is O {• -i) as •. Thus all the motion •s•iated with the slow wave is concentrated in the vanishingly
and since coc is very large for rocks, --1• eps, it follows that the singularity strengths become negligible very quickly. References 7 and 20 also discuss the discontinuous precursors and reach the same conclusion about their fast decay.
Finally, we note that the existence of traveling singularities is duc to the finite attenuation at infinite frequencies. 
